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le jog blog Meanwhile Windy, Racey, Krakow, Caught Short, Ram Raider and non-hasher Graham are 

continuing on their cycle north from Lands End to John O' Groats. Here is an excerpt from their blog on Day 12 (70 miles. 

830 miles total) ..."Graham educated us all about the battle of Glencoe when the Campbells were massacred by the 

McDonalds. The Campbells were great burger sellers. The McDonalds fell on them in the middle of the night and stole all 

their burger making tools. The Campbells were thoroughly demoralised and from then on could only produce soup. And the 

McDonalds? Well the rest is, as they say, history. By the time Graham had re-enacted the battle we were 2 hours behind 

schedule." 

 
 

TEX MEX No hash mags this week as apparently it was Uncle's turn but she didn't realise as Bumsen wrote 

down Auntie instead and then didn't know who Auntie was in order to remind her! Thanks to Plain Jane, Grandpa and family 

for a splendid run across fields and through woodland last week and for the wonderful food around the campfire and tepee.  

Luscious enjoyed the wild strawberries at Grandpa's fishing lake and a nice man found a stick for Todd to play with.   

Foreplay Having Bumsen Burner in your car en route to the Hash is great when you are the evening's 

scribe. He was so on form that by the time we arrived at Venford I could have written a whole mag without the need for run 

The Daily Trail 

 
While most of us were slumped in front of the tennis on Sunday afternoon, 

Pimms and strawberries in hand, a few game hashers were trotting round the 

Lakeland mountains in the arduous Saunders 2-Day event.  Congratulations to: 

Hob & Wobbly Knob, 5th on the Kirk Fell; Bambi & Sore Arse, 20th on the 

Carrock (5th mixed pair); Gannet & Pony, 23rd on the Bowfell (1st Lady Vets); 

Robin & dad Von Trapp, 69th on the Carrock.  Commiserations to Harriet & 

Aimless when Harriet decided to mark the course instead of running it. 

Saunders Lakeland 

Mountain Marathon 
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or pub details. Already onto his third car since starting hashing, here is someone ready to challenge Dogcatcher's prowess 

behind the wheel.  In his youff he not only somersaulted a transit van (with 2 engines in the back) in Glencoe (watch-out Le 

Joggers), watched as his mates then rolled a landrover into the river whilst wearing 'D-I-Y' dambuster goggles (don't ask), 

he then wrote another mate's car off whilst driving it to the airport to head home. So if he ever offers you a lift ... 

 

Bumsen chatted to a foreign chap recently who said that everything in England is sheep: Sheep in the Fields, Fish n Sheep, 

Sheep on the Sea and if it's not expensive it's Sheep! 

 

Glani saw a DVD on foreplay which he thought was quite good but only after he had fast forwarded through the boring bits 

at the start. 

 

The run Turbo Tom had our rapped attention making an unforgettable entrance as his red Postman 

Patmobile throbbed into the car park, with him vibrating loudly in his seat.  Then Argiles called us to order proffering 

apologies and excuses before setting us off on our way ably abetted by Scupper Sucker on the shorts whilst sons Chris and 

Arthur were still out dotting the moor with flour. 

 

Most thought the evening's views were glorious although one commented that he had only seen Turbo's arse all night (still 

vibrating probably). Shortly afterwards Turbo called for "all shorts down".  Lost was particularly pleased that despite his 

reputation the shorts followed him diligently and didn't waver once. Spike was relieved that it wasn't raining otherwise it 

would have been a mud fest.  Cabin Boy was accosted by a triffid and the longs became lost and came across a woman in a 

portaloo who gave them directions back to the lane. 

The ON DOWN Mr B & B boy made a return appearance with Plain Jane, and Sarah Cohen regaled me 

with a story of jumping in a Welsh lake after climbing Tryfan only to strip off and flash to users of the A5 afterwards.  

Bumsen said "something genius" according to Penny Farting and speaking of Penny Farting, according to someone unknown, if 

he loses condition on his arms he may get bingo wheels.   Arthur advised us to "never volunteer to lay a run with my father" 

and Chris appeared in the pub having only just finished setting the run even though we had already finished it and were 

diligently listening to Luffly's Hash Hush.  Nipple Deep was thrilled to have the hash cash presented to him in a welly boot.  

Just a Mo enjoyed his second run and is gradually learning not to blindly follow others and avoid getting lost. The Hash Menu 

caused much merriment with "Beef Lasange, Burgar, Beans and Chesse, and Tomato and Red Peper" on offer.  

The HASH HUSH Luffly wore tartan ribbons on her bra to celebrate Le Jog hitting the 

Scottish glens and Andy Murray losing (which is why they were pointing down said Spike - does that explain his willy). Plain 

Jane was thanked for the Tex Mex evening the previous week.  

events Monday 30th July 2012: Bring a Virgin Run - we can do all sorts with virgins (as someone pointed out). 

Saturday 4th August 2012: Hash Hang Out - 6pm-8pm Climbing at Milton Abbot Climbing Barn. BBC (or BBQ for the rest of 

us) & Climb £6.00. BBQ Only £1.  Will need to sign an "I don't mind dying form".  See Penny Farting for more details.  

SNIPPETS Billberry has proposed to Groper on the top of a water tower in Egypt under the moonlight - and 

she said YES!  Whinge discovered Todd didn't like his insect repellent so as a postman he can now repel insects and dogs! 

 What's the difference between a dog and a fox - about 8 pints (thanks Spike)  Can't Remember reckoned you get more 

enjoyment from a vibrator than 50 Shades of Grey  Chris Rollinson is an expert on the UK's laybys  Bumsen's dad once 

did a somersault in a Morgan 3 wheeler and landed back on his wheels (like son, like father ...)  Ask Sludge what an 

Elephant, Scorpion and Corkscrew have in common  Dirty Oar is currently the official body double for Jennifer Saunders - 

yes really!  Ruby the puppy's favourite programme is Countryfile  Streaky is exploring vintage flatulence deodorising 

underwear  Ram Raider is looking for donations of Sore Arse cream - is this a new business Vron?  Gannet had a recent 

Hammerite pedicure and Biff was a bit too amazed that Gannet had had some beauty treatment  What's the similarity 

between a camera and a condom?  They both capture those magic moments.  Sore Arse enjoyed her journey to Venford 

tonight with her very own sat nags  E-coli is now a fully fledged Vet and is off to New Zealand for her first job. 

CAR CHAT What do Hashers chat about to and from the Hash? Well this was the response ... 

Pelton wheels (Glani)  "how soggy my bum is" (Come Forward)  Luffly's love life (Dodo)  The colour of Racey's 

underwear (Well Laid)  Whether Windy has passed wind - as Underlay blames Well Laid (Well Laid)  Grand Pricks (Pimp, 

Scupper Sucker & Hurricane)  What we did at the weekend (K2)  Listening to The Archers en route (K2)  Spike's sex 

life "which is null and void" (Spike)   

HOT OFF THE PRESS Le Jog avoir finir!  Yes, Racey phoned tonight (Wednesday) to say 

that they had finished their Land's End to John O' Groats cycle.  Tired and sore but very happy and with well polished craic 

or at least that's how I think it's spelt.  Woo hoo, well done everyone!     

 

On On!
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